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What Iâ€™m about to reveal below may SHOCK you!You may shake your head in disbelief.

However, trust me...The question is, would you like to have the power of influencing anyone you

want or have them do EXACTLY as you bid? Just imagine how great would it be to persuade your

boss to give you a raise, or that hot girl to come home with you...Persuasion - The Key To Seduce

The Universe! is here to help! This book will help you save time, energy and money as it gives you

all the most important techniques and strategies for you to influence, persuade and seduce the

whole world.Now in 4th Edition: More content and strategies to take immediate action!â˜… Read

This Book for FREE on Kindle Unlimited - Download Now! â˜…In this book you will find: The Basic

Techniques of Persuasion, and how to develop them easily and quickly!How to Influence Human

Behavior: you won't live at the effect of others, you will be the CAUSE!Mind Reading Secrets: own

every interaction and get what you really want... always!How to have people literally OBEY you and

still be happy about it!Get the Power that will enable you to influence people's thoughts, emotions,

and behavior in nearly any situation... (dangerous - use it carefully!)How to listen and speak more

effectively!How to avoid the most common conversational disasters - become a masterful

communicator!Learn proven strategies that allow you to successfully communicate your point of

view and control their decisions, whether it's a client, a girl or your boss.... and much more!You can

have this power: master the art of Persuasion to influence your friends, your family, your girlfriend,

so that they can live a better life while YOU get what you want and deserve!So get your own copy of

Persuasion: The Key To Seduce The Universe! TODAY! It will be the best decision you ever make!
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I loved Persuasion. There are so many things to learn on how to be persuasive and make people

listen to you. This book will teach you everything you need to learn how to be influential and

persuasive. It is a first rate Jane Austen novel. As it is written in a form of older English language

some sentences require a second read for full comprehension. But all in all a very enjoyable read.I

heartily recommend the reading of this book to anyone who will understand and appreciate it. In

other words, anyone that is a "teenager" should be able to read this novel with delight. Guys, you

may not read it with delight, but, no doubt, you still will enjoy it. And I do so recommend you read it.

It is not a sappy love, as foretasted it is a wonderful analysis, story, and work of art. Yes, I think

effective storytelling is a work of art.This book taught us many methods to persuade people in a

positive manner, this is a very knowledgeable book and the author really did a great job. A must

read highly recommended.

There are so many books on influencing other people out there, but this one goes far beyond. It

teaches how to influence them positively. One of the tips I found useful was Ã¢Â€Âœbe

gratefulÃ¢Â€Â•, so by appreciating what you have now you can get even more. Great piece of

advice.

This book is well written and very helpful. By the help of this book I have learned some techniques

to become master of manipulation and mind control. Inside of this book the author has described

about persuasion psychology and compliance management very clearly. By reading this book I

have learned about the basic techniques about persuasion. Actually, I needed to learn about how to

develop my persuasion skills easily and quickly, for that reason I purchased this book a few weeks

ago. This book guided me about how to influence human behavior. I have also learned mind



reading secrets and mind control strategies. I got my question answered from this book and I am

really glad to read this book.

Exciting and powerfully written book with an array of examples depicting the methods employed to

persuade your subjects to compliance.I even practiced a few of the examples given in the book and

it was fun to find that this Robert character actually knows what he's talking about. I definitely

recommend this book, rather your looking for a first read, if you are already a genius in this theme

then I cant assure you anything, rather than if your looking to see what themes a book should have

for someone who asks you to recommend their first book about persuasion of the minds, this is a

really good one.

It was interesting to think about and learn about some of the motivations behind actions, and how

they apply. The book served as a personal insight for me to determine best influence tactics based

on certain situations. I feel that the information I've gained from reading this will give me a lot more

confidence and will enable me to influence a wider range of people. I think it can do the same for

anyone. I would highly recommend this book to anyone who was wanting to learn communicate

great ideas but communicate influential ideas.

I love how the book was written with the techniques and how these were presented in real life

situations. What caught my attention is the first part which stated the true purpose of the book which

says "to persuade you need to have a common purpose". As a business course degree holder, I

can agree to the methods listed relating these on how to achieve higher sales and how to effectively

present your product. Not only do the techniques apply to business but to life as a whole. You need

to think and strategize when and how to lure other people and not to deceive them and most

importantly you need to perfectly deliver these strategies if you are aiming at a target. Perfect

organization of ideas and thoughts and the book was easy to read.

There is written an absolute guide book about persuasion to bring a good change inside you

through saving time,money and energy . All these can be possible if you start following the given

techniques and strategies which can be best assistance. Through this book teachings you can

easily influence people thorough mind blowing secrets hidden inside this book.

Do not be deceived by the title. This book does not include anything related to hypnosis, telekinesis,



and the likes which one may assume as they go over the title. Far from it actually. This book veers

more toward the psychology of things that has to do with communication and the whirlpool of effects

that can stem from it. This is where the topics about persuasion and mind reading come in.

Although, the author was able to give out a good starting point for discussion, I think it can still be

stretch out and more result-centered situations could have been discussed. For the most part, the

writing was done neatly but some typos can still be observed.
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